
Seil and Easdale Community Council  
Public Meeting: 19:00, Tuesday 22 January 2013   

Seil Island Community Hall 
  
  
Minutes of last meeting  
  
Present Seumas Anderson, Robert Rae, Charles Struthers, Mike Shaw, Ann Marie Robin, 
Alan MacFadyen, Martin Waddell, Chris Dugdale, Terry Heggarty (Argyll Voluntary Action), 
Dr. George Hannah, Cclr Duncan MacIntyre and 11 members of the public. 
  
Apologies 
  
Elaine Robertson; Jeremy Moore 
  
Proposed by Henry Tarbert. Seconded by Charles Struthers 
  
Matters arising  
  
Emergency Planning Preparation 
  
Terry Heggarty (Community Empowerment Outreach Worker) from Argyll Voluntary Action 
attended to discuss Community Resilience and Emergency Planning.   
  
There have been discussions regarding setting up an Emergency Plan for Seil, with thoughts 
about using the local phone directory as a tool. 
  
Emergency Planning has become increasingly relevant since communities have had to face 
more extreme weather. Although they appear to manage well during these situations, there 
is increasing evidence that this community cooperation and resilience could be improved. 
Argyll and Bute are now leading the way, aiming for all Community Councils to have 
Resilience Plans and gave distributed a guide to support in the development of these. It is 
recognised that communities have different needs due to varying services and it was 
suggested that the core of any plan this will involve writing down what has traditionally been 
local knowledge. At present there is no prescribed structure for the plan although issues of 
confidentiality must be considered.  
  
Scenarios proposed by the public include the closure or restrictions on Kilninver Bridge and 
a lack of ferry transport to Easdale. The use of First Responders was discussed and the Seil 
Directory highlighted as a positive idea. Other suggestions were identification of 4x4 and 
tractor owners, sort wave radio operators, identification of places of safety and a map to 
accompany any contact list. Money is available to support with these schemes which could 
be used for equipment such as high visibility jackets and snow shovels.  
  
Various questions were suggested that could be asked to inform the plan: 
  

•         Where are the chains of responsibility to manage chaos and minimise risk? 

•         What is the 24 hr roads repair number? 

•         Who do I contact about a burst water main? 

•         Who and where are the most vulnerable members of the community? 

•         Where is there a mobile phone signal? 
  
John Gordon has agreed to take the plan forward with support from others. 
  



A crib sheet for all households was suggested in addition to the use of the phone directory, 
especially on Easdale where there are a large number of holiday homes. The differences 
between part of Seil were also recognised. The exercise was compared to risk assessment 
where various scenarios are worked through. Places of safety identified included the Seil 
Hall, Kilbrandon Church and the three public houses. Dr Hannah warned that once started, 
the plan must be updated. 
  
John Gordon noted that the Seil Directory is out of date and is in the process of being 
updated. The addition of postcodes will aid emergency service responses. Because the 
directory uses short runs (10 – 15 copies at a time), it can be kept up to date. The location of 
paper copies needs to be identified in the event of a power outage.  
  
Cclr. Macintyre said that there has been a mixed reception from Community Councils and 
that Communities are good at coming together in a crisis. He also reiterated that there is 
funding to take advantage of and that such plans should evolve and become embedded. He 
also recommended not making it too complicated at first.  
  
Scottish Water 
  
Charles gave an update from David Innis. Work continues on the tank which should reduce 
the level of water and solve outwash issues. There are ongoing issues with the fence and 
Pumping Station 3. The Balvicar Boatyard have been told that if they apply or connection, 
this will be granted. Chris Dugdale reported that there is a pipe under the shop carpark and a 
series of potholes are forming. This has not yet been reported but was noted.  
  
Roads  
  
The potholes on the Seil Road that Charles has reported have been fixed although there are 
issues with cars being forced of the edge of the surfaced track. Settlement across the road 
by the new house at Whinbank was noted. The Winterton Road repairs remain incomplete.  
  
Roadside vegetation has been brought to the attention of the Senior Engineer and is on the 
list for remediation.  
  
The bollards at Balahuan House have been damaged. Discussions are ongoing with the 
current tenant regarding making this a surfaced passing place. SECC continue to stress the 
benefits of the passing place to the Council.  
  
The holes left by bollards at Balvicar have been filled but quality is questionable. It was 
asked why, despite the poor experience of bollards, these are still being used. They have 
been proposed to mark the road edge where there is currently a plastic fence near Cnoc a 
Challtuinn. These will be on the verge thus should not suffer form damage.  
  
The 30mph speed limit through Clachan Seil is pending. Cler Macintyre suggested that 
safety at corner by Clachan Farmhouse be considered as it is already a dangerous spot and 
road dynamics will change following the introduction of a speed limit.  
  
There has been no progress with plans for a parking and passing place by the Atlantic 
Bridge. Willingness of landowners is being investigated. 
  
Charles will write to Jim Smith regarding making funds available for the resurfacing of Cnoc 
a Challtuinn 
  
Health  
  



A meeting took place on Tuesday 15th January on Easdale Island to discuss medical 
evacuation. Representatives included Scottish Ambulance Service, OMRT, Strathclyde 
Police, Easdale Residents Association, Argyll and Bute Council and Strathclyde Fire and 
Rescue. Various scenarios were discussed. Following a change of management, ambulance 
staff will now be able to go across to Easdale to triage patients but reserve the right to refuse 
of safety grounds. It was questioned whether if the ferry is running, the ambulance crew 
should have the right to refuse to cross. Dr Hannah said that the table top exercise on 
Easdale showed that the community is resilient but that the non emergency situations 
needed to be fully considered. 
   
Homecare provision transferred to Carr Gorm on Monday 21 January with one existing carer 
moving over. Dr Hannah questioned how long the community monitor the situation before 
highlighting breakdowns in service. Cler. MacIntyre reminded the Community that there 
should be a paper available to Communities regarding further monitoring. At present, 
members of the community continue to receive care although from different staff. 
  
There is an event on 4th February at the Lorn and Islands Hospital regarding the redesign of 
Care for the Elderly. SECC plan to attend.  
  
There is a call for a satellite dialysis unit in Oban. A report shows that there is capacity 
elsewhere in the system. Improvements in medication (including home dialysis) and 
transplants mean that hospital dialysis is becoming less necessary. It was suggested that as 
Fort William has a unit in part time operation, this facility, including staffing could be shared 
with Oban. Dr Hannah explained that the consideration needed to be made regarding 
attracting appropriate staff. Cler MacIntyre said that the Lorn and Isles Hospital needs 
support to become a centre of excellence. He also said that although capacity had been 
identified in the system, there were enough patients locally to make full use of such facilities. 
He warned that it is important to keep high class facilities in order to attract high class 
professional staff. This underpinned concerns over rural resilience.    
  
  
Sea Wall 
  
Repairs have been completed to the Sea Wall. There is a rope across the path to discourage 
pedestrians with planning permission granted for a more substantial barrier. 
  
Purchase of Land 
  
There has been a generally positive response to plans to purchase the land from the Ingles 
Family. At the next meeting, the Kilbrandon Trust will appoint a Chair and following this, the 
purchase of the land will be further explored. 
  
The meeting was set for Tuesday 5th February, 7pm with the location to be confirmed. 
  
Police Report – Const. Jeremy Moore 
  
Constable Moore gave his apologies and notification that there was little report. He 
encourages members off the public to get in touch with him should there be any issues.  
  
Planning 
  
The request for a kerb and grass verge by the TSL houses was proposed, downgrading it 
from the original pavement. SECC objected to this, requiring a pavement as per the original 
plans. Planning has been granted for a grassed verge with drainage and a kerb which SECC 
are still not satisfied with. It was suggested that the kerb will move over time, the verge will 



soften and pedestrians will be forced onto the road. Cclr MacIntyre noted that the current 
edging is unsightly. He agreed to raise the issue with Jim Smith and to query the reasoning 
behind the changes made by TSL. SECC requested support from Cclr MacIntyre regarding 
the extent to which the views of the community were seemingly disregarded. It was noted 
that the road is busy, it is a complex junction and a place where school children disembark 
from the local bus. Discussion ensued regarding the worth of making representation and 
whether some areas had more influence than others. 
  
Charles Struthers has submitted an application for planning permission for a house at 
Ardmaddy (ref). 
  
AoB  
  
A new secretary for SECC is needed from mid April as Sue Vest will be unavailable due to a 
change in job. 
  
A new leader needed for the Kilbrandon Guide Unit for it to continue after Easter. Support is 
available from a number of active unit helpers but again due to a change in work, Sue Vest 
will be unable to commit as Guider for the foreseeable future. 
  
Seafari gave a statement regarding plans for a petrol storage facility on the pier at 
Ellenabeich. The Community was reassured that all relevant safety standards will be fully 
addressed in any plans. 
  
The centre pages of the Herald from 19th January is of interest regarding the Ardmaddy Fish 
Farm. 
  

Documents to be Tabled 
  
There are leaflets available for a Local Council digital TV channel.  

  
Date and time of next meeting  
  

Tuesday 26th March 2013, 19:00, Seil Hall  
 


